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P-CYCLES: DALGABOYU BÖLÜMLEMELİ ÇOĞULLAMA OPTİK 

AĞLARDA SÜRDÜRÜLEBİLİRLİK 

ÖZET 

İnternet üzerinde yüksek bant genişliği gereksiniminin artmasıyla birlikte, dalgaboyu 
bölümlemeli çoğullama (WDM) yöntemine dayalı yönlendirme yapan tam optik 
ağlar tarafından saniyede terabitler (Tb/s) düzeyinde iletim hızı sağlanarak bu 
gereksinim karşılanmış oldu. Saniyede terabitler düzeyinde iletim hızına olanak 
sağlayan optik lifler, her biri saniyede gigabitler düzeyinde (Gb/s) bant genişliğine 
sahip dalgaboyu kanallarına ayrıştırılmışlardır.  

Toprak altına döşenen kablo kutuları içerisine yerleştirilen fiber kablolar fiziksel bir 
etkiye maruz kalıp zarar görme riski taşımaktadırlar. Üzerinden oldukça yüksek 
kapasitede veri transferi yapılan bir kablo demetinin kısa bir süreliğine dahi olsa 
devre dışı kalmış olması çok büyük veri kayıplarına ve dolayısıyla ekonomik 
kayıplara da yol açmaktadır. Devre dışı kalan bir kablo demedinin yerini alıp onu 
telafi edecek bir yapının kurulması optik ağ tasarımının önemli bir amacıdır.  

Bir ağın sürdürülebilir olması; nakil hatlarında, anahtarlama cihazlarında ve 
protokollerinde meydana gelen hataların, gerçek zamanlı koruma mekanizmaları 
(örneğin trafik denetlemesi ve hata yerini belirleme) ile beraber önceden planlanmış 
iyileştirme mekanizmaları (örneğin trafiğin anahtarlanması) kullanılarak hatanın 
oluşmasından sonra belirli bir süre içerisinde giderilerek o ağın son kullanıcıya 
verdiği hizmetlerin devam etmesini sağlamaktır. 

P-Cycle’lar ağ sürdürülebilirliği açısından bir çok açılımı beraberinde getiren bir 
alternatif olarak araştırmalara konu olmuş ve uygulanmıştır. İçinde barındırdığı 
avantajların en önemli bir tanesi halka ağların anahtarlama hızına yakın bir hızda 
sürdürülebilirliği sağlamasıdır. Diğeri ise bu anahtarlama hızına ulaşırken ayrılan 
yedek kapasite miktarının örülü (mesh) ağlardaki verime ulaşıyor olmasıdır. 

P-Cycle’ları taban alarak geliştirilen yeni teknikler de araştırılmış ve bu teknikler 
hakkında bilgi verilmiştir. 

Bu tezde, trafik istekleri göz önünde bulundurularak p-cycle’ların belirlenmesi 
araştırılmış ve problemler modellenip, optimize edilmiştir. Optimizasyon sonuçları 
belirlenmiş olan p-cycle’lar olmuştur.  

COST239 ağına ait bilgiler (ağ yapısı, bağlantı uzunlukları, trafik istekleri) 
simülasyonlarda kullanılmıştır. Yedek kapasite tahsisleri, optimizasyon yapılarak 
AMPL ve Cbc yazılımları vasıtası ile bulunmuştur. 
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P-CYCLES: SURVIVABILITY IN OPTICAL WDM NETWORKS 

SUMMARY 

As a result of a huge bandwidth demand in the Internet, Wavelegth Division 
Multiplexing (WDM) has been being employed in order to offer a bandwidth of 
terabits per second (Tbps) which is partitioned into wavelength channels of 
bandwidth of gigabits per second (Gbps).  

The conduits carrying fiber cables are buried underground and they have the risks of 
being damaged by external physical forces. Any failure in these cable bundles even 
for a short duration will cause huge data losses and hence economical losses as they 
have high capacities. It is an important purpose of optical network design to have a 
structure which can  compensate the cable bundle loss. 

A network is considered to be survivable if it can maintain service continuity to the 
end users during the occurrence of any failure on transmission media, switching 
devices, and protocols, by a suite of real-time mechanisms of protection (e.g., traffic 
monitoring and fault localization), along with a pre-planned restoration mechanism 
(e.g., traffic switchover) from the failure within a certain amount of time. 

P-Cycles topic is an alternative research and application area which brings expansion 
in network survivability issues. One of the most important advantages is that it can 
provide survivability with a switching speed close to switching speeds in the ring 
networks. Another one is that it can provide this switching speed with efficiency in 
spare capacity allocation close to the efficiency in mesh networks. 

Survivability schemes based on p-cycles are studied and information about these 
techniques is given. 

In this thesis, determination of the p-cycles considering traffic demands is studied 
and the problems are modeled and optimized. The optimization results are the 
determined p-cycles.  

The information about COST239 network (network topology, link lengths, and 
traffic demands) is used in simulations. The spare capacity allocations are optimized 
by using AMPL and Cbc softwares. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of the increase in the bandwidth demand of the next generation Internet 

applications, optical WDM networks appeared as the best solution in order to offer 

bandwidth values in Tb/s by partitioning this bandwidth into a number of gigabits per 

second wavelength channels [1]. After the introduction of Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing, it is seen by technical and academic community that the benefit of 

using multiple wavelength is a huge capacity add-on to the fiber-based transport 

networks. Theoretical limits of fiber today are around 30 to 40 Tbps, and it is also 

possible to see the capacities in the range of 100 Tbps in the near future [2]. 

Exponentially increasing bandwidth requests in optical networks bring the problem 

of fragility for failures. Network survivability became the most important issue of 

optical network design [3,4].  

In the last years, two different protection schemes were developed and implemented 

to be used in communication networks: “Ring” and “Mesh”. In WDM networks, both 

concepts use spare capacities to implement protection [5].  

Ring protection concepts form ring-like structures to protect agains a failure. They 

provide 50~60 ms switching speeds with minimum 100% redundancy upto 300%  

[6-9].  

Mesh networks utilize Digital or Optical Cross Connects (DCS/OXS). DCSs route 

the traffic through the links which have spare capacities (wavelengths) on them. The 

spare capacity on the mesh networks are more accessible and reusable. Redundancy 

levels of 50~70% are typical [7]. The mesh protection concepts are difficult to 

manage. Either centralized or distributed or hybrid control structures are proposed 

and control messages are sent throughout the network. In general, mesh based 

survivability is capacity-efficient but loses in switching times. 

In 1998, W.D. Grover and D. Stamatelakis presented a new survivability concept [6]. 

This concept is called pre-configured protection cycles “p-cycles”. It brings “Ring-

like speed and mesh-like capacity” to the structure.  
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Researchers study on this concept, and propose several enhancement on the 

subprocesses of the algorithm. Some of them concentrate on the calculation time and 

complexity of p-cycles, some others concentrate on the capacity-efficiency of p-

cycles and some others concentrate on the application areas. The enhancement of 

other survivability schemes using p-cycle concept provides p-cycle based algorithms.  

Survivability against multiple failures, introducing multiple quality of protection 

classes, shared p-cycles, failure-independent path-protection are some of the 

examples.  

This study focuses on p-cycles in general. Determination of a conventional p-cycle is 

also presented. Some of the application areas are given in the following sections. 

The thesis is organized as follows. 

In Section 2, protection and restoration issues in optical transport networks are 

presented. The performance criteria for survivability methods are introduced and 

explained. It is shown that in WDM networks, it is possible to protect the links and 

the paths using several survivability schemes.  

The p-cycles are studied in details in Section 3. The terminology which will be used 

throughout the thesis is also given. The protection of on-cycle links and straddling 

links are introduced in this section. An example redundancy calculation is given. 

The p-cycle determination process is described in Section 4. The cycle enumeration 

algorithm is explained. The problem definitions for maximum restorability and 

minimum total spare capacity are given. The joint optimization of working routes 

and spare capacity allocation is also shown in this section.  

In Section 5, the survivability techniques based on p-cycles are explained. Multiple 

Failure Survivability uses p-cycles in the network design for resilient networks when 

multiple failures are introduced to the network. This scheme introduces the multiple-

quality of protection. Node Encircling P-Cycles protect the network against node 

failures. Path Segment Protection extends the concept of straddling links to 

straddling path segments. Shared P-Cycles are a solution for capacity efficient p-

cycle design. P-Cycle-Based Protected Working Capacity Envelope shows that the 

advantage of p-cycles can be basis to other protection schemes. Failure-Independent 

Path-Protecting P-Cycles are merging the advantages of Shared Backup Path 
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Protection and p-cycles. The backup paths whose primary paths are mutually disjoint  

are the on-cycle and straddling links of a p-cycle. 

In Section 6, the simulation environment  and the results obtained are presented. The 

topology of the simulated network, the traffic demands, the routing algorithm, the 

algorithms used for p-cycle determination, and the solutions are given in this section. 

The comparison of the results and the effects of demand change are also given in this 

section. 

Conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.  

In Appendix-A, the source-code of the cycle enumeration algorithm is given.  

In Appendix-B, the models of the problems are given. 

In Appendix-C, the solutions of the problems under increased and decreased traffic 

are given. 
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2. SURVIVABILITY ISSUES: PROTECTION AND RESTORATION 

Survivability is considered to be the most important issue of optical network design.  

A network is considered to be survivable if it can maintain service continuity to the end users 

during the occurrence of any failure on transmission media, switching devices, and protocols, 

by a suite of real-time mechanisms of protection (e.g. traffic monitoring and fault 

localization), along with a pre-planned restoration mechanism (e.g. traffic switchover) from 

the failure within a certain amount of time. [3]

Survivability in WDM networks is implemented using protection and restoration 

networks [10]. Protection includes failure detection, localization and passing failure 

information throughout the network using signaling mechanisms. In case of 

restoration, the system reacts to failures after a detection of failure. The restoration 

includes signaling mechanisms and reconfiguration of the network resources to 

recover the working traffic. 

The performance criteria for survivability methods are restoration time and capacity 

efficiency. Restoration time is the time difference between the detection of the failure 

and restoration of the working traffic to its previous level of service. It can be also 

interpreted as  the downtime of service continuity. On the other hand, capacity-

efficiency can be interpreted with two different metrics. One of them is throughput of 

the network and the other one can be blocking probability. Establishing service 

continuity with maximizing the throughput of the network and reducing the blocking 

probability is the main purpose of a network service-provider. 

2.1. Ring and Mesh Network Approaches in Survivability 

The studies in network survivability concentrate mainly on two different approaches: 

“Ring” and “Mesh” [7]. 

2.1.1. Ring Based Survivability 

Optical channel restoration in ring configuration could have three types of protection 

schemes [11-13].  
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• Uni-directional wavelength path switched ring (UPSRs) 

• Bi-directional line switched ring (BLSR) 

• Bi-directional wavelength path switched ring (BWPSR) 

UPSR is a simple 1+1 protection scheme which uses single-ended switching without 

requiring coordinated optical layer Automatic Protection Switching (APS) 

algorithms, protocols or signaling. The traffic is forwarded simultaneously on 

opposite directions along a ring. If one faiulure occurs, the receiving node switches 

to the opposite, not affected direction. An UPSR network before the failure can be 

seen in Figure 2.1(a). The traffic from node A to node D is going through node B and 

node C and the traffic from node D to node A is going through node E. This two 

working routes are completing a unidirectional ring. The traffic on the backup ring is 

going on the opposite direction. If a failure occurs between nodes B and C, then 

switching occurs and traffic from A to D will go through node E by using the backup 

ring as seen in Figure 2.1(b). The failure has no effects on the traffic from node D to 

node A. 

 

Figure 2.1. UPSR network  (a)before the failure (b)after the failure 

In BLSR, the neighboring nodes of the failed link make the switching. The 

application of APS is involved. The spare capacity is available to more than one 

path. It is shared with all spans (links, edges) of the cycle (1:N protection). In the 

case of a failure, the adjacent nodes switch the traffic to the spare wavelengths that 

traverse in the opposite direction. By this way, the protection is achieved. There are 

two types of BLSR. One type is 2-fiber BLSR and the other type is 4-fiber BLSR. In 
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2-fiber BLSR, half of the capacity in each fiber carries the working traffic and the 

other half is reserved for protection. In 4-fiber BLSR, two fibers carry the working 

traffic bidirectionally and the other two fibers are reserved for protection of 

bidirectional traffic. 4-fiber BLSR network after failure is shown in Figure 2.2(a). 

Before the failure, the traffic from node A to node D goes through nodes A, B, C, 

and D. When the links fail between node B and node C, the neighboring nodes of the 

failure, node B and node C, switch to the protection links and the traffic from node A 

to node D starts going through nodes B, A, E, and D using working and protection 

rings. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. (a)BLSR network (b)BWPSR network 

BWPSR is similar to BLSR. The switching does not occur at the neighboring nodes 

of the failure, but the source and destination nodes make the switching as seen in 

Figure 2.2(b).. The propagation delay in BWPSR case is less compared to the BLSR 

case. 

The switching mechanisms of these schemes are quite simple. A restoration time 

between 50-60 ms can be achieved [6,8].  

However, the ring based survivability needs at least 100% redundancy. These figures 

may increase to even 200~300% redundancy due to multiple inclusion of links in 

ring structures [7,9].   
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2.1.2. Mesh Based Survivability 

Mesh based survivability involves more capacity efficient solutions by using more 

expensive optical cross-connect (OXC) nodal devices [8]. They offer efficient re-

routing around failed links. This is a result of route diversity, which heavily depends 

on the average nodal degree, in arbitrary topologies.  

In mesh-based survivability, it is possible to provide fast restoration by using pre-

determined paths which are independent of failure location and uses backup 

multiplexing techniques for improving wavelength utilization.  

Several methods are proposed for joint working and spare capacity planning in 

survivable WDM optical networks [14]. Static traffic demand is the basic assumption 

of all these methods. The upper levels, i.e. the problem definition and the 

optimization are built upon this assumption. 

Mesh based mechanisms can be classified as span-oriented and path-oriented [15]. 

The mechanisms can be further classified according to their dedicated or shared 

spare capacity usage schemes. Models related to restoration time and network 

utilization (related to the ratio of protection capacity to working capacity) of mesh 

networks can be found in [16].  

2.1.3. Comparison of Rings and Meshes 

The main advantage of ring networks is the restoration time. The ring networks 

becomes operational in 50-60 ms. with at least 100% redundancy capacities. On the 

other hand, the mesh networks provide better redundancy capacity figures with a 

trade-off in the restoration times. 

A good survivability design will be a combination of the advantages of the ring and 

mesh based survivability. It will provide the survivability using minimum spare 

capacity in minimum restoration time.  

In the following subsections, the classification of the survivability methods proposed 

earlier will be discussed. 

2.2. Protection 

Protection means that the recovery from the network failures is based on preplanned 

schemes [17]. Protection is a static mechanism. The resources are reserved 
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considering a failure, and when a failure occurs the traffic is switched to the spare 

(backup) channels. The resources are kept idle during the normal operation of the 

network.  

The protection methods can be classified according to several criteria. One of the 

criteria is protecting links or paths. The other criterion for classification is the sharing 

scheme of the backup resources. If primary resources are sharing the same backup 

resources for survivability, such methods can be classified as shared protection 

methods, and otherwise if each primary resource has its dedicated backup resource, 

these methods can be classified as dedicated protection methods. 

2.2.1. Link Protection 

The protection mechanisms are applied to recover working traffic on single link. The 

backup resources are defined for the failure of the specified link and the traffic is 

switched to the backup resources. 

A protection path is reserved for each link, and when the link fails, traffic is rerouted 

(looped back) around the failed link [14]. 

2.2.1.1. Dedicated Link Protection 

Dedicated link protection means that a protection path is dedicated to a working 

channel on a particular link. Each primary resource has its own dedicated backup 

resource as it is seen in Figure 2.3. Let λ1 on path 5-2-6 be the protection wavelength 

path for a working channel on link 5-6, and the protection path for a working channel 

on link 1-2 be 1-5-2. Then a different wavelength, say λ2, must be assigned to 

protection path 2, even if the working wavelengths on links 5-6 and 1-2 are the same, 

say λ1. Note that this requires wavelength conversion if link 1-2 fails. 

 

Figure 2.3. Dedicated link protection 
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2.2.1.2. Shared Link Protection 

Shared link protection allows different protection paths to share a wavelength on the 

overlapping portion if the corresponding working channels are on different links. The 

examples can be seen in Figure 2.4. Protection paths 1 and 2 (used to protect a 

working channel on links 5-6 and 1-2, respectively) can share wavelength λ1 on link 

5-2.   

 

Figure 2.4. Shared link protection 

2.2.2. Path Protection 

In WDM systems, path-based protection refers to the reservation of a protection path 

and wavelength (for each wavelength path and each link failure). 

Upon failure of a link, the source and destination nodes of each affected connection 

switch to the corresponding protection wavelength paths. As opposed to link-based 

protection, which involves only the nodes adjacent to the link failure, path-based 

protection needs a mechanism to notify the affected connection end nodes of the 

failure. This requires the cooperation of several network nodes, and may not be 

easily achievable. 

 

Figure 2.5. Path-based protection 

In Figure 2.5, working path is 4-5-6. Protection path is 4-1-2-6. 
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2.2.2.1. Dedicated Path Protection 

Dedicated path protection reserves the backup wavelength on the links of a 

protection path for a specific working connection. 

Dedicated path protection requires a large amount of extra capacity for protection 

purposes, and when there is no failure, the protection resources are kept idle. The 

positive aspect is that it is able to provide recovery from not only single-link failures, 

but also some multilink failures.  

In Figure 2.6, two working paths exist 4-5-6 and 1-2-3 both using λ1. The protection 

wavelength path for connection 1 is λ2 on 4-1-2-6 (λ1 is a working wavelength on 

link 1-2 and cannot be used for protection). The protection wavelength path for 

connection 2 is 1-5-2-6-3. Since these two protection paths have the common link 2-

6, and λ2 is assigned to protection path 1, protection path 2 has to be assigned a 

different wavelength (e.g., λ1). 

 

Figure 2.6. Dedicated path protection 

2.2.2.2. Shared Path Protection 

Shared path protection allows the use of the same wavelength on a link for two 

different protection paths if the corresponding working paths are link-disjoint. 

Shared path protection allows the use of the same wavelength on a link for two 

different protection paths if the corresponding working paths are link-disjoint. Thus, 

it is possible to utilize the capacity more efficiently, while still achieving 100 percent 

recovery from single-link failures. 

In Figure 2.7, the two backup paths can now share λ2 on link 2-6. Therefore, only 

one wavelength on this link has to be reserved for protection, as opposed to two for 

dedicated path protection. 
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Figure 2.7. Shared path protection 

2.3. Restoration 

In dynamic restoration, when a failure occurs, the backup path is not setup according 

to a pre-configured scheme, but it is setup dynamically according to available spare 

capacity [18]. In the normal working conditions (in the absence of failures), the 

network does not require additional resources. It will try to restore with the available 

resources when the failure occurs. Restoration does not promise a guaranteed 

recovery because it is not always possible to accommodate the additional capacity 

because of the failures. The restoration is also a slow process.  

Inherently, the restoration techniques are more resilient to double or multiple 

failures. Each failure is attempted just like the first failure.  

The restoration methods can be classified according to several criteria. One of the 

criteria is restoring spans or paths.  

2.3.1. Span Restoration (SR) 

The span restoration (SR) is performed by protecting the services on the working 

capacity of that span. It is different than the path restoration which deals with 

protecting the end-to-end replacement of the service paths. Hence the span 

restoration mostly occurs in the close neighbors of end nodes of the link. 

It is the common understanding that a failure in one of the links always restored 

using the closest links as seen in Figure 2.8(a) and (b). It must be remembered that 

the restoration of the failure can be done just not using the closest links but additional 

links also as seen in Figure 2.9(a) and (b). 
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Figure 2.8. Common understanding of span restoration (a)failure happens (b)the 
neighboring links restore the failure 

It is simpler compared to Path Restoration, because in SR there is no need for the 

information of the overall path. On the other hand, because SR deals with local 

information, it needs more spare capacity than a path-oriented approach. 

In SR, it is also necessary to detect faults at the OXC nodes adjacent to the failed 

span so that the failure is isolated and two local end-nodes are notified to activate the 

restoration path-set. 

 

Figure 2.9. Possible ways of span restoration (a)failure happens (b)additional links 
are used in restoration 

2.3.2. Path Restoration 

The path restoration techniques protects the end-to-end service replacement. They 

are the most capacity efficient solutions. On the other hand, it is not easy to optimize 
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the network globally. The techniques also need longer restoration time as the end 

nodes of the path must be notified about the failure for the restoration.  

The path restoration techniques proposed mainly offers the shortest disjoint paths.  

In [18], a distributed control protocol for dynamic restoration has been proposed. 

Once a failure is detected, the source node of the failed node sends a broadcast 

message on all outgoing links to search for a backup path on the same wavelength as 

the failed path. By this flooding, it is able to find a shortest and available path. 

Another message is sent on all the links reserving the selected wavelengths on them. 

The message carries the hop count of the path it has traversed so far. When the 

message reaches the destination node, it sends back a confirmation message. Upon 

receiving the confirmation message, the intermediate nodes configured themselves 

for this route. When the source node receives the confirmation message, the backup 

path is restored. The unused but reserved wavelengths will cancel the reservation 

when a timeout occurs or when the hop-count exceeds the limit. The flooding 

method has the disadvantage of increased signaling in the optical layer. On the other 

hand, the restoration time is closed to the protection techniques. 

Another restoration protocol is proposed in [20]. The control messages, which are 

Notify, Collect, Success, and Fail, are used. The Notify message notifies the end 

nodes of the failed path about the failure. It is sent by the end nodes of the failed link. 

When the source node receives the Notify message, it sends the Collect message 

through candidate backup paths. Candidate backup paths are formed by grouping the 

wavelengths and routing in disjoint sets. At each node, the Collect message collects 

the available wavelength sets in itself. The wavelengths are not reserved at this time. 

The grouping of the wavelengths ensure that there will be resource conflict. When 

the Collect message reaches the destination node, it checks the common available 

wavelengths and if it finds one it will send the Success message back to the source 

node. The Success message will reserve the wavelength on the way to the source 

node. If the Collect message does not contain any common wavelength, the 

destination node sends back the Fail message. 
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3. P-CYCLES 

P-Cycles are a kind of protection schemes proposed by Grover and Stamatelakis in 

1998 in order to solve the spare capacity allocation problem in survivability [6].  

P-Cycles combine the advantages of real-time switching simplicity of a ring network 

with capacity-efficiency and flexibity of a mesh network. This is the underlying 

purpose of the whole p-cycle concept. They are pre-configured cycles of spare 

capacities in a network. 

3.1. P-Cycle Architecture 

P-Cycles are the allocation of spare capacities to form cycles. The working traffic 

does not use the spare capacity if there is no failure in the network. 

While forming p-cycles, cyclic preconnected closed paths of spare capacity are 

formed. P-Cycles are formed in advance of any failure. 

The switching actions required in real-time are completely preplanned and 

essentially the same as that of a line-switched ring. 

Despite similarity to rings in that both use a cycle on the graph for their topology, p-

cycles are unlike rings in that they protect both on-cycle and straddling link failures. 

3.1.1. P-Cycle Terminology 

The terms specific to p-cycle concept are shown on the network topology in Figure 

3.1. The p-cycle formed using the spare capacities on the links in Figure 3.1 is 0-3-2-

6-7-9-5-8-4-0. This p-cycle will protect the on-cycle links and straddling links. 

An on-cycle link is a link which is a member of p-cycle links. On-cycle links form p-

cycles. Hence, the on-cycle links are 0-3, 3-2, 2-6, 6-7, 7-9, 9-5, 5-8, and 8-4. 

A straddling link is a link between two on-cycle nodes but it is not an on-cycle link 

itself. Straddling links can also be called as off-cycle links whose end nodes are on-

cycle. Hence, the straddling links for this p-cycle are 0-2, 2-4, 2-5, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 4-5, 

5-6, 6-9, and 8-9. 
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Figure 3.1. P-Cycle terminology 

When an on-cycle link fails, the p-cycle contributes with one restoration path as seen 

in Figure 3.2. The traffic on the failed link 4-8 will be routed over the links 4-0-3-2-

6-7-9-5-8. 

 

Figure 3.2. On-cycle link failure 

When a straddling link fails, the same p-cycle contributes with two restoration paths 

as seen in Figure 3.3. If link 4-5 fails, links through nodes 4-8-5 and 4-0-3-2-6-7-9-5 
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will protect as seen in Figure 3.3(a). If link 2-4 fails, links through nodes 2-3-0-4 and 

2-6-7-9-5-8-4 will protect the network as seen in Figure 3.3(b). 

 

Figure 3.3. Straddling link failures on (a)link 4-5 (b)link 2-4 

The links 1-0, 1-3, and 1-7 are unprotected and if a failure occurs on these links, the 

traffic can not be protected. 

3.2. Redundancy in P-Cycles 

Straddling links make a significant difference to the failure coverage provided by the 

same investment in spare capacity in a ring compared to a p-cycle. 

Each unit of protection capacity on the cycle protects the same amount of working 

capacity on the links underlying the cycle itself. These are the so-called “on-cycle” 

failure links. 

Straddling links have twice the gain of an on-cycle link in terms of efficiency 

because when they fail, the cycle itself remains intact and thereby offer two 

protection paths for each of the unit of protection capacity. 

The network in Figure 3.4 has 10 nodes and 22 links. The selected p-cycle uses the 

spare capacities on nine links forming nine on-cycle links and 10 straddling links as 

seen in Figure 3.4. The list of the on-cycle links and straddlink links are given in the 

previous subsection. The selected p-cycle uses one spare capacity on each link which 

makes nine spare capacity in total. One spare capacity protects one working capacity 

for on-cycle links and in total it makes nine working capacities. One spare capacity 

protects two working capacities for straddling links and in total it makes 20 working 

capacities. 
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Figure 3.4. Sample p-cycle design and redundancy calculation 
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The Equation 3.1 gives the redundancy definition for a network. The example 

network in Figure 3.4 has 31% capacity redundancy. Hence, the switching speed of a 

ring can be supplied with 31% capacity redundancy using p-cycles. 

Table 3.1 summarizes some of the basic properties of p-cycles. 

Table 3.1.  Basic properties of p-cycles 

Attribute p-cycles 
Redundancy Under 100% 
Protection capacity All straddling spans bear up to two working systems 

with no protection capacity on the same span. 

3.2. Restorability in P-Cycles 

Restorability represents the percentage of the restoration after the failure. When a 

link/node fails, the network uses the spare capacities to restore the traffic. If all the 

traffic going on/through the failed link/node is restored, then 100% restorability is 

succeeded.   

capacityfailed
capacityrestoredRpityrestorabil ==

(3.2)
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In p-cycles, the link capacities are shared between the working traffic and spare 

capacities for protection. The restorability depends on the spare capacity allocation 

of the network design. It is possible to desing the network by considering 100% 

protection to all links. This results in 100% restorability with minimum spare 

capacity. It is also possible to desing by considering minimum capacity for protection 

with maximum restorability which is less than 100%. It is the decision of the network 

designer. 
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4. P-CYCLE DETERMINATION PROCESS 

The p-cycle determination process depends on the application of several algorithms 

in sequence. The process contains several steps. It also includes the modeling and 

simulation of other competitive restoration algorithms. It is possible to evaluate the 

performance of p-cycles by comparing it to the other algorithms. 

The process is given in Figure 4.1 and the details of some of the important sub-

processes are given below. 

4.1. Cycle Enumeration 

It is important to find all the cycles in the network as a first step in the overall 

process. The algorithm uses a depth-first search to find all the the cycles by forming  

all the possible paths. It is based on previous studies about graph theory [21-23]. 

The pseudo-code and the description of the algorithm can be in Section 6.1.3 and the 

source code can be found in Appendix-A. 

4.2. Problem Definition 

In the network design of p-cycle protected network, two different basic formulations 

can be adapted. 

{max Rp | spare} produces a p-cycle plan with maximum restorability within a given 

amount and placement of spare capacity, such as from an existing mesh restorable 

design. 

{min spare | Rp = 1} determines the set of p-cycles that minimize the total spare 

capacity required for strictly 100% p-cycle restorability.  

The set P contains the candicate p-cycles resulting from the cycle enumeration 

process. 
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Figure 4.1. P-cycle determination process 

4.2.1. Maximum Restorability 

Maximum p-cycle restorability with a given spare capacity can be formulated as 

follows. The parameters in the formulations: 

S : the set of network spans 

P : the set of elementary cycles of the graph 

δk, j : 1 if cycle j includes span k, 0 otherwise 

xi, j : (0, 1, 2) the number of useful paths cycle j provides for restoration of 

span i 

wj, sj : the number of working and spare channels, respectively, on span j 

rj : the number of available protection paths in the design in excess of those 

required for span j 

ui : the number of unrestorable working channels on span i 

nj : the number of unit-capacity copies of cycle j 
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The objective function which must be minimized is Equation 4.1. It represents that 

the number of unrestorable working channels must be minimized. The constraints are 

shown in Equation 4.2 – 4.5. 

Minimize ∑  
∈Si

iu (4.1)

Subject to  

Skns
Pj

jjkk ∈∀⋅≥ ∑
∈

     ,δ  (4.2)

Sirwnxu
Pj

iijjii ∈∀+=⋅+∑
∈

     ,  (4.3)

Siwu ii ∈∀≤≤      0  (4.4)

SirPjn ij ∈∀≥∈∀≥      0          0  (4.5)

Equation 4.2 represents that the spare capacity on each span can support the p-cycles 

that cross it. 

Equation 4.3 represents that every span accesses enough protection coverage 

(ideally) for all its working capacity. 

Equation 4.4 represents that the unrestorable portion of any span cannot be more than 

its total working capacity. 

Equation 4.5 represents that the parameters (indexes) are positive integers. 

4.2.2. Minimum Total Spare Capacity 

Minimum total spare capacity required for strictly 100% p-cycle restorability can be 

formulated in two different aspects. The difference is considering the routing of the 

traffic along with the p-cycle determination. If the working routes of the network 

depending on a static traffic demand is not included, it is called Spare Capacity 

Placement (SCP). If the working routes are considered in the problem definition and 

optimization processes, then it is called Joint Capacity Placement (JCP). 

4.2.2.1. Spare Capacity Placement (SCP) 

The total capacity consists only the capacity used by the p-cycles. The objective 

function which must be minimized is Equation 4.6. The constraints are shown in 

Equation 4.7- 4.9.  
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cj : the cost or length of span j 

Minimize ∑  
∈Sk

kk sc (4.6)

Subject to 

Skns
Pj
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∈

     ,δ  (4.7)
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∈

     ,  (4.8)

SksPjn kj ∈∀≥∈∀≥      0          0  (4.9)

Equation 4.7 represents that the spare capacity on span j is sufficient to support all 

the p-cycles that cross it. 

Equation 4.8 represents that the number of useful paths provided for each span 

supports 100% restorability. 

Equation 4.9 represents that the parameters are positive integers. 

4.2.2.2. Joint Capacity Placement (JCP) 

The working paths are also considered in the JCP case. The demand traffic is static 

and given. The routing is done according to the demand traffic. It is possible to show 

all of the possible routes and define the problem accordingly.  

The problem definition includes the total capacity reduction. Total capacity is the 

sum of the spare capacity and the working capacity caused by the routes. 

The following parameters are defined for this problem definition. 

D : the set of O-D pairs or relations with non-zero demands, values dr 

(integer), index r 

Qr : the set of eligible working routes for rth O-D pair, index q 

gr,q : the demand flow assigned to the qth eligible route to serve relation r 

(integer) 

qr
k

,ζ : 1 if the qth working route for the rth O-D pair uses span k, 0 otherwise 

The objective function which must be minimized is Equation 4.10. It represents the 

total capacity. The constraints are shown in Equation 4.11 – 4.15. 
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Equation 4.11 represents that the demands are fully routed.  

Equation 4.12 represents that the span working capacities support the routed 

demands. 

Equation 4.13 represents that the span capacity on span k is sufficient to support all 

the p-cycles that cross it. 

Equation 4.14 represents that the number of useful paths provided by p-cycles is 

enough for 100% restorability. 

Equation 4.15 represents that the parameters (indexes) are positive integers. 

4.3. Optimization 

The optimization involves solving the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem. 

ILP design is not the only approach. It is also possible to design using polynomial 

time heuristic algorithms. 
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5. SURVIVABILITY TECHNIQUES BASED ON P-CYCLES 

The p-cycles concept brings high performance in the survivability of mesh networks. 

There are other techniques which outperforms p-cycles in some of the performance 

metrics. These survivability techniques are upgraded using p-cycles as the basis.  

It is also possible that new p-cycle proposals are made to increase the efficiencies of 

the previous p-cycle determination processes. 

Enhancements made on in p-cycles are discussed in this section. 

5.1. Multi Failure Survivability 

In the survivability studies, it is always assumed that a single fiber duct failure has 

occurred as a failure if it is not explicitly stated otherwise. The reason behind this is 

that in the real life, the probability of having a second or third failures just after the 

first failure and before the recovery of that failure is low. These probabilities depend 

on the previous failure case studies.  

There are other reasons to assume single failures. One of them is the capacity 

requirement. If dual failures are considered, the spare capacity to accommodate the 

routing of the failed working traffic increases. The other reason that to guarantee 

100% protection, each node should have the nodal degree of 3 to survive in dual 

failure case. 

5.1.1. Multiple-Quality of Protection 

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are signed between the network operator and the 

customer. There are different levels of services which may be suitable for different 

customers. The customers with mission critical systems want high availability of the 

service from the network operators. In that case, the network operators have to 

design the network by considering the dual failures. It is shown that Multiple-Quality 

of Protection (Multi-QoP) classes can be implemented using dual failure protected 

service class. The Multi-QoP classes are shown in Table 5.1 [27].  
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The working channels belonging to the platinum class will survive even from dual 

failures. The gold class will receive full restoration from single failures and in case of 

dual failures, it will receive best-effort restoration after all the platinum class 

channels are successfully restored. The platinum and gold classes can preempt the 

economy class. The silver class working channels will receive the best-effort 

restoration after platinum and gold class working channels are restored. The silver 

class can not preempt any other classes. The bronze class will not receive any 

protection and it can not be pre-empted either. The economy class will also not 

receive any protection but it can be pre-empted by platinum and gold classes. 

Table 5.1.  Multi-QoP classes 

Protection Class Type Protection Status Protection Type 
Platinum Protected Dual Failure Protection Assured 
Gold Protected Single Failure Protection Assured 
Silver Protected Best Efforts Single Failure Protection 
Bronze Unprotected - 
Economy Pre-emptible - 

5.1.2. Types of Protection Against Multiple Failures 

The effects of multiple failures to p-cycles depend on the failures. The on-cycle link 

failures and straddling link failures cause different effects.  

P-Cycles are guarenteed solutions to single failures. The study in [28] shows that 

multiple failures are protected if each failure occurs on different p-cycles. Multiple 

failures can also be protected using cycle reconfiguration. The p-cycle selection 

process can be modified to improve the performance. 

Figure 5.1(a) shows the p-cycle 1, PC1, configuration involving the links between 

nodes 3-1-4-2-3. At time t1, a failure occurs at link 1-4. PC1 restores the traffic by 

using the spare capacities on the links 1-3-2-4 as seen in Figure 5.1(b). After the 

restoration, a second p-cycle, PC2, is configured using the spare capacities on the 

links 3-1-2-3. Then a second failure occured on the link 1-2 at t2 as seen in Figure 

5.1(c). The PC2 restores the traffic using the spare capacities on the links 1-3-2.  
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Figure 5.1. Multiple failures occuring at t1 and t2 (a)before t1 (b)after t1 and before 
t2 (c)after t2 

Two independent p-cycle configurations, PC1 and PC2 are shown in  Figure 5.2(a). 

Dual failures are inserted to the network at time t1 and t2. Since the failures occur at 

the disjoint links, PC1 and PC2 protect using their spare capacities. 

 

Figure 5.2. Multiple failures occuring on two independent p-cycles (a)p-cycle 
configurations (b)multiple failures 

5.1.2.1. Effects of P-Cycle Reconfiguration 

The effects of p-cycle reconfiguration is studied in [29]. The p-cycles can be 

classified as static and reconfigurable according to their behaviour when multiple 

failures occur in the network. The spare capacity allocations in static p-cycles can not 

be changed even if several failures occur in the network. The static p-cycles are used 
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for the studies in [28]. On the other hand, the reconfigurable p-cycle can change the 

spare capacity allocations after the failures. 

The reconfigurable p-cycles can be implemented in two ways: 

• Complete cycle reconfiguration after first failure 

• Incremental configuration after first failure 

In the complete cycle reconfiguration, the list of all possible failures are determined 

and for each failure another list of p-cycles is made. When that failure occurs, the 

new p-cycle configuration is applied to the network. 

In the incremental case, the configuration is updated after each failure incrementally. 

When the first failure occurs, the network restores and uses some of its resources for 

this purpose. When the second failure occurs, the untouched p-cycles are kept and 

additional p-cycles are configured. To achieve this, the list of additional p-cycles are 

kept and applied when the time comes. By this way, the administration of the 

protection will be simple. For better efficiency, the initial p-cycles can also be used 

for secondary failures. 

5.1.2.2. Effects of the Number of Nodes 

In [30], the p-cycle selection process is updated to include the number of selected 

nodes in the problem definition and the optimization is done accordingly. The results 

are compared and the conclusions show that the capacity and minimum/maximum 

number of nodes in the p-cycles change the performance of the network under dual-

failures. Their proposals show that keeping the number of nodes lower make the 

administrative efforts simple. On the other hand, maximizing the number of cycles 

cause high dual failure restorability (approx. 70%) and high protection capacity is 

required tosupport such restorability. The designs, which aim to minimize the 

capacity and the number of cycles, show 50% dual failure restorability.  

5.1.3. Multi-Failure Survivability Scheme (MFS) 

This mechanism to survive under multiple failures using p-cycles is proposed in [31]. 

MFS contains two procedures: 

• Offline centralized calculation 

• Online distributed selection 
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In the offline centralized calculation, the p-cycle selection process is applied as 

usual. The spare capacities are used to form a protection topology. The capacity of 

the links are the spare capacities. There will not be any link in the topology if the 

spare capacity is zero. For each link, a selected number (K) of shortest paths will be 

calculated using Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm. It can be assumed that k shortest 

paths can be found where k≤K. It is not possible for some links to have K shortest 

paths. Cycles will be formed by combining the link and its corresponding shortest 

paths. These backup cycles are called Additional P-Cycles (AP). The APs are ranked 

according to a desing criteria and collected in a pool. A new table is formed with the 

normal p-cycles in the upper rows and ranked APs following them. This table is 

called P-Cycle Pool Table (PPT) and formed for each protected link. The advantage 

of this algorithm is that diverse p-cycles, which are resilient to multiple failures, are 

formed. 

In the online distributed selection, when a failure occurs in one of the links, the row 

which contains that link is deleted from the PPT. The nodes keep their neigboring 

nodes’ PPTs and a central PPT is also stored. When a failure occurs, the PPTs are 

updated and a selection process is applied according to the ranks of p-cycles. If any 

link fails because of insufficient spare capacity, the PPTs are updated and that link is 

removed. 

MFS brings better performance when the network size increases. The algorithm also 

covers third and fourth failures. It does not impose any extra capacity to the system 

and it is based on p-cycle selection process. 

5.2. Node-Encircling P-Cycles (NEPCs) 

The concept of applying p-cycles survivability scheme to span failures are studied 

extensively in the literature. It is also possible that the nodes (routers) fail during the 

network communications. Hence, it is also necessary to apply the p-cycles concept 

for node failures. This survivability scheme is called Node Encircling P-Cycles 

(NEPCs) [8]. 

If the event sequence is investigated in the node (in this case it is a router) failures, it 

is seen that the existing routing protocols disseminate the news of the failed router to 

its all adjacent nodes using link state advertisements. So that the network is informed 
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about the failed router and adjust itself to its new condition. However, in practice, 

there are a number of disadvantages for link state updates. The volume of the link 

state update messages increases as the network grows. The recovery time increases 

since it becomes harder for the network to converge to a stable state. It is also 

possible that the local solution will be easy to find while it will cause congestion in 

the neighboring routers. 

In link restoration using p-cycles, it is defined that a failure can occur on either an 

on-cycle link or on a straddling link for p-cycle to restore that failure. It is also 

known by both end nodes what will be the next node after the recovery. 

In the node failure case, the next node concept is a bit different than the link failure 

case. Only the failed node knows about the next node and the node before the failed 

node can only guess that the next node is one of the surviving neighbor nodes of the 

failed node. While it is possible to compute the failed node’s routing table or keeping 

the neighboring nodes’ routing tables in its memory, it is not feasible. To overcome 

this situtation, NEPCs provide an alternate path among (a p-cycle containing) all of 

neighboring routers excluding the failed router.  

It is very important that the p-cycle does not contain the failed router. It is also 

important that the p-cycles must be selected for each prospective node to fail. The p-

cycle contains all of the neighbors of a prospective failing node. The idea behind this 

is to capture and recover all of the traffic that is going into and going out of the failed 

node. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to contain all the neighbors and not to 

contain the possible future failing node. Due to the idea behind the technique, it is 

called the Node Encircling P-Cycles (NEPCs). 

 

Figure 5.3. NEPC example 
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In Figure 5.3, if it is desired to establish a survivability scheme for router 1, first of 

all, the neighbors of router 1 are determined. The neighbors are routers 2, 3, 5, and 6. 

A p-cycle which contains these neighbor routers is to be determined. The p-cycle is 

2-3-4-5-6 which contains router 4 also, although it is not a neighbor of router 1.  

The process of NEPCs include the establishment of p-cycles for every node in the 

network.  

There is also one fallback of this method compared to link restored p-cycles. In link 

restored p-cycles, the event of failure can be detected in a very fast way compared to 

node failures. In node failures, the neighboring node transmits “hello” messages and 

waits for acknowledgements. A possible way of increasing the efficiency may be 

increasing the frequency of “hello” messages and reducing response time-outs. On 

the other hand, for the sake of efficiency improvement, the network can cause false 

alarms resulting in routing changes even without the occurrence of router failures.  

Once a failure is detected, the failed router is assumed dead by all other neighboring 

routers and the corresponding p-cycle survivability scheme is applied similar to link 

failures. 

5.2.1. NEPC Topologies  

There are three possible resulting NEPC topologies when a node fails. These are 

summarized in Figure 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4. Three possible NEPC topologies 
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In Figure 5.4(a), router1 has the other three routers as its neighbors. So the NEPC 

includes all other routers and the p-cycle becomes 2-3-4. It is a simple p-cycle. 

In Figure 5.4(b), router1 has all the other four routers as its neighbors. The NEPC 

includes all the routers but router5 becomes singly connected (nodal degree is one), 

hence the NEPC covers router5 by passing through router4, twice. The NEPC 

becomes non-simple. The p-cycle is 2-3-4-5-4-2. 

In Figure 5.4(c), router1 has all the other five routers as its neighbors. The NEPC 

includes all the routers but router4 becomes a bridge between two cycles. The NEPC 

is also a non-simple p-cycle and it is formed as 2-3-4-5-6-4-2. 

5.2.2. NEPC Models 

The p-cycles can be configured such as to recover the node and link failures at the 

same time. In [32], three different models which combine both recovery schemes in 

one application are introduced. Each model has its own advantages. 

The first model focuses mainly on protecting each node by a single dedicated NEPC. 

Each node of the network will be analyzed for its own NEPC. The process includes 

two steps. The first one is finding the NEPCs which have the minimum length (cost) 

for each node. The second step is finding optimal solutions for a joint (combined) 

span and node restoration design. 

The second and third combined protection models will be add-ons to the first model. 

In the second model, the NEPCs are optimized to produce capacity efficient 

solutions. The nodes share specific NEPCs, thus the total capacity for protection will 

be kept low. Each NEPC is tested to be used by several nodes.  

In the third model, the second model is modified to reflect capacity-efficient 

solutions under specific failure types. Since the second model is tested for several 

nodes, the resulting NEPCs give better performance under node failures. If the spare 

capacity is allocated according to span failures, then the third model yields better 

performance. 

5.3. Path Segment Protection - Flow P-Cycles 

The importance of p-cycles heavily depends on the capacity efficiency resulting from 

straddling links. While p-cycle itself creates a ring-like structure for the links on the 
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p-cycle, the links which are not on the cycle but their end nodes are on p-cycles are 

having backups for twice the capacity of on-cycle links. The on-cycle spans and 

straddling spans are shown in Figure 5.5(a).  

 

Figure 5.5. (a)The on-cycle links and straddling links (b)Extension of straddling link 
concept to straddling flow 

The straddling link concept is extended in Path Segment Protection. Instead of end-

to-end communication protection or the link protection, a new approach allows the 

protection to cover some of the links on the path. The continuous flow of 

communication along its path passing through more than one link brings the path 

segment definition. The idea is instead of using straddling links, use straddling flows. 

Two flows are shown in Figure 5.5(b). One of the flows is going through nodes 9-8-

7-3-4. The other flow is going through nodes 10-6-7-2-4. The p-cycle is established 

on the links going through nodes 0-2-3-5-6-8-0. Neither of the flows are protected if 

link restoration property of the p-cycles is used. The extended concept brings 
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protection to a part of the flow or in other words Path Segment Protection. The 8-7-3 

flow is part of the first flow and in the extended concept its end nodes are 8 and 2 

which are on the p-cycle causing it to be a straddling flow. The same procedure 

applies to the second flow. The 6-7-2 flow is part of the second flow and in the 

extended concept its end nodes are 6 and 2 which are on the p-cycle causing it to be a 

straddling flow. 

This extended concept is also called Flow P-Cycles [33]. In Flow P-Cycles, the flow 

6-7-2 is protected according to the network as seen Figure 5.5(b), but any demands 

ending or started in node 7 will not be protected.  

5.3.1. Types of Flow-to-Cycle Relationships 

A flow (path segment) and a p-cycle relation is classified as intersecting or non-

intersecting [34]. The intersecting flows are considered as candidates to be straddling 

flows for p-cycles. An intersection is defined with two ending nodes which are 

members of both the flow and the p-cycle. The ending nodes are called intersection 

nodes. The nodes 6 and 2 are the intersection nodes for 6-7-2 flow. 

 

Figure 5.6. Examples of flow-to-cycle relationships 

Five networks can be seen in Figure 5.6. In Figure 5.6(a), the flow intersects the 

cycle at two nodes and the flow is a straddling flow. In Figure 5.6(b), the flow goes 

through the on-cycle nodes, hence the flow is on-cycle flow. In Figure 5.6(c)-(e), the 

relations are not simple. Figure 5.6(c) shows three nodes on the p-cycle. Figure 

5.6(d) shows four nodes on the p-cycle. Figure 5.6(e), there are several nodes on the 

p-cycle and the flow goes through these nodes. 
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There is an inspection method which reveals the relations. The problem is how many 

unit capacities on the flow a unit capacity on the p-cycle will protect. In the first and 

third cases, it is easily seen that two protection paths are available for the flow. In the 

second case, only one protection path is available. The fourth case depends on the 

place of the failure. If the failure occurs on the p-cycle, only one protection path will 

be available, whereas if the failure occurs on the straddling flow, two protection 

paths will be available. 

5.4. Shared P-Cycles 

In the conventional p-cycle selection process, the links are evaluated independent of 

each other. The candidate p-cycles are selected and spare capacities are calculated 

without considering the other p-cycles in the network. In shared p-cycles approach, a 

new design method is implemented. The main idea behind this approach is reducing 

the total spare capacity [35]. 

Many p-cycles in the network can share a common span. It is important not to 

allocate spare capacities for each p-cycle sharing the same span. 

 

Figure 5.7. Shared p-cycles 

The p-cycles configured in Figure 5.7 are using the spans between the nodes 1-3-4-1, 

1-2-4-1, and 1-6-5-4-1. All of the p-cycles are sharing the span between routers 1 and 

4.   

If the conventional p-cycle selection process is used, the spare capacities for each p-

cycle will be assigned on that span and the total spare capacity will be the sum of 
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each p-cycles’ spare capacities. With the shared p-cycle design, the total spare 

capacity assigned to span 1-4 will be the maximum of the spare capacities of each p-

cycle. It is easily seen that the total spare capacity is minimized with this approach. 

5.5. P-Cycle-Based Protected Working Capacity Envelope (PWCE) 

The advantages of p-cycles becomes attractive to many researches and more efforts 

are performed on developing new or enhanced concepts using p-cycles. Protected 

Working Capacity Envelope (PWCE) is one of those research areas.  

PWCE is an alternative proposal for designing a dynamically survivable WDM 

network [36]. 

 

Figure 5.8. P-cycle-based PWCE example 

There are three layers of network in PWCE concept as shown in Figure 5.8. The 

middle network is representing the total capacity of the links where each one has 16 

unit-capacities (i.e. wavelengths). The working network, shown as the bottom 

network in the Figure 5.8, is actually the PWCE, itself. The capacities are kept for 

working traffic. The upper protecting network is the unused portion of the network. 

The capacities of the protecting network is calculated by taking difference between 

total deployed capacities and working capacities. 
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The protection relationship in PWCE is based on using envelopes, i.e. working 

network, to provision survivable services [37]. In case of a failure, the routing is 

done in the envelope, and traffic is rerouted using the protection resources. There is 

no configuration time needed for this process, because there is no need for an update 

in the global network status (i.e. no need in setting up new routes). This process does 

not require extra protection path routing, as the routing of the overall working and 

protection traffic is actually assumed as working traffic. This is the advantage of 

PWCE. 

The p-cycle based PWCE takes this advantage to one step further by using the p-

cycles in the protection network.  

The process is completed in two steps. In the first step, the allocation of the spare 

capacities is completed same as the configuration of the p-cycles (with a difference 

in the problem definition). The PWCE is then created using the p-cycles. The second 

step is to route the dynamic traffic in the envelope and use an efficient routing 

algorithm. The routing is blocked (not allowed) if there is no available capacity in the 

envelope.  

The p-cycle in Figure 5.8 is composed of the links between the nodes 0-1-3-5-4-2-0. 

There are eight spare unit-capacities on each on-cycle edge. This will create eight 

working unit-capacities for on-cycle edges and 16 working unit-capacities for 

straddling edges. The PWCE becomes the bottom working network in Figure 5.8. 

The introduced parameter in p-cycle selection is the capacity restriction of each edge.  

The p-cycle based PWCE design offers lower blocking probabilities compared to 

conventional p-cycle design. On the other hand, it has the same blocking probability 

as Shared Backup Path Protection (SBPP) with the advantage of having lower 

computation complexity compared to SBPP [38,39]. 

5.6. Failure-Independent Path-Protecting (FIPP) P-Cycles 

The idea behind this technique is to merge the advantages of Shared Backup Path 

Protection (SBPP) and p-cycles [40-42]. 
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5.6.1. Shared Backup Path Protection 

SBPP is an advantaguous and promising technique proposed especially for IP 

networks using the MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) protocols. It is similar to 

1+1 APS and provides end-to-end mesh protection mechanism. The failed traffic 

between the end nodes of the path can be restored over a single pre-defined disjoint 

backup path. In SBPP, the backup paths can share the spare capacity provided that 

their primary service paths are diversely routed. The sharing principle reduces the 

capacity redundancy [43].  

 

Figure 5.9. SBPP example 

An example for SBPP is given in Figure 5.9. There are two disjoint primary paths in 

the network: The path between nodes 9-5 and 0-4. The backup paths are going 

through nodes 9-8-7-3-5 and 0-7-3-4, respectively. The link between nodes 7-3 is 

shared between two backup paths. Since a single failure can only effect one of the 

primary paths at that time, only that backup path will use the shared link capacity.  

The drawback of SBPP is that all of the nodes require an up-to-date network state 

database. One of the advantage that SBPP offers that if the primary path is selected 

among disjoint nodes, it can provide survivability against node failures as well. 

The backup path remains unchanged from the location of failure. This brings the 

failure independency. It also makes the activation easier and speeds up the switching 

to the backup path.  

In a path-based survivability scheme if the backup path is dependent on the location 

of the failure (node failure/link failure), then it is called a failure-dependent scheme. 

If a backup path exists for each possible failure in the path, then it is called failure-
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independent scheme [44]. The failure-independency and path-protection are the 

inherent properties of SBPP. The failure-independency comes along with capacity-

inefficiency to specific faults. SBPP does not care where the fault occurs so it does 

not take precautions according to the fault location. 

5.6.1. P-Cycle Enhancement to SBPP 

The usage of the p-cycles mainly focuses on link protection. There are extension to 

cover path-segments so that p-cycles can also protect the on-cycle and straddling 

path segments. These topics are covered in Flow P-Cycles section. Flow p-cycles 

have higher capacity efficiencies compared to the conventional p-cycles.  

A more intelligent way of expanding the span-protection to path-protection in p-

cycles is presented in [40]-[42]. It is about finding p-cycles corresponding to SBPPs. 

By this way, the advantages of the both concepts will be merged into one single 

concept, FIPP P-Cycles. The key principle which explains the FIPP p-cycles is as 

follows: 

Let the FIPP p-cycles act as conventional p-cycles for end-to-end paths between nodes on the 

cycle, but only allow each cycle to provide protection relationships to a group of origin-

destination node pairs whose working routes: a) as a set, are all mutually disjoint or b) have 

disjoint backup routes on the cycle being considered. [42]

 

Figure 5.10. 4 disjoint paths in the network 
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For the condition (a) of the above statement, where all the working routes are 

mutually disjoint, an example will look like the network in Figure 5.10. The paths are 

9-10-5-4, 9-6-7-5-4, 0-8-6-10, and 0-2-3-5.  

The FIPP P-Cycle can be configured for this network as in Figure 5.11. The p-cycle 

is going through nodes 0-7-3-4-5-10-9-0. The p-cycle is providing path-protection. 

The underlying principle is coming from the working routes sharing the same spare 

capacity (p-cycle) must be mutually disjoint.  

 

Figure 5.11. FIPP P-Cycle protecting the 4 disjoint paths 

FIPP p-cycles can be designed within 10~18% of the capacity of optimally designed 

SBPP SCP networks. This is acceptable as they provide the advantage of a fully pre-

connected protection. A fully pre-connected protection means the connections in case 

of a failure are known prior to the failure. Upon the notification of the failure, the 

nodes configure the failed traffic to pre-defined connections. This enhances the 

switching time. 

The FIPP p-cycles merge the capacity efficient SBPP scheme with the restoration 

time property (fully pre-connected protection). 
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6. WORK DONE 

The p-cycle determination process is implemented in this thesis. For this purpose, 

two problem definitions are selected for implementation and their AMPL model files 

are created. The parameters of the problems are also created and the problems are 

solved using a mathematical solver, Cbc (Coin-or branch and cut). 

6.1. Simulation Environment 

The application is written in C++ using Windows .NET 2003 IDE. The simulations 

run on a PC configured with a Pentium4 3.2 GHz processor, and 1 GB RAM.  

The COST239 network topology given in Figure 6.1 is used in the simulations [45]. 

The COST239 topology has 11 nodes and 26 spans. The cost and length of each span 

and their end nodes are given in Table 6.1. 

 
Figure 6.1. COST239 network topology 
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Table 6.1.  Cost and length of spans of COST239 network 

SPAN ORIGINATING DESTINATION LENGTH COST 
S1 N0 N1 820 820 
S2 N0 N2 600 600 
S3 N0 N5 1090 1090 
S4 N0 N7 400 400 
S5 N0 N8 300 300 
S6 N0 N9 450 450 
S7 N1 N2 320 320 
S8 N1 N4 820 820 
S9 N1 N8 930 930 
S10 N2 N3 565 565 
S11 N2 N4 730 730 
S12 N2 N7 350 350 
S13 N3 N10 740 740 
S14 N3 N4 320 320 
S15 N3 N5 340 340 
S16 N3 N7 730 730 
S17 N4 N5 660 660 
S18 N5 N10 390 390 
S19 N5 N6 660 660 
S20 N6 N10 760 760 
S21 N6 N7 390 390 
S22 N6 N8 210 210 
S23 N6 N9 550 550 
S24 N7 N8 220 220 
S25 N8 N9 390 390 
S26 N9 N10 1310 1310 

6.1.1. Traffic Simulation 

The traffic demand is shown in Table 6.2. A unit capacity corresponds to 2.5Gbps. 

There are 55 demands. The traffic is assumed static which means there will not be 

any changes during the simulation. 

Table 6.2.  Traffic demand in COST239 network 

DEMAND O D NUMBERUNITS 
D01 N0 N1 5 
D02 N0 N2 6 
D03 N0 N3 1 
D04 N0 N4 2 
D05 N0 N5 11 
D06 N0 N6 5 
D07 N0 N7 1 
D08 N0 N8 7 
D09 N0 N9 10 
D10 N0 N10 1 
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Table 6.2.(continued) Traffic demand in COST239 network 

DEMAND O D NUMBERUNITS 
D11 N1 N2 6 
D12 N1 N3 1 
D13 N1 N4 3 
D14 N1 N5 9 
D15 N1 N6 2 
D16 N1 N7 1 
D17 N1 N8 2 
D18 N1 N9 3 
D19 N1 N10 1 
D20 N2 N3 1 
D21 N2 N4 3 
D22 N2 N5 11 
D23 N2 N6 3 
D24 N2 N7 1 
D25 N2 N8 6 
D26 N2 N9 3 
D27 N2 N10 1 
D28 N3 N4 1 
D29 N3 N5 2 
D30 N3 N6 1 
D31 N3 N7 1 
D32 N3 N8 1 
D33 N3 N9 1 
D34 N3 N10 1 
D35 N4 N5 9 
D36 N4 N6 1 
D37 N4 N7 1 
D38 N4 N8 1 
D39 N4 N9 2 
D40 N4 N10 1 
D41 N5 N6 8 
D42 N5 N7 2 
D43 N5 N8 6 
D44 N5 N9 8 
D45 N5 N10 3 
D46 N6 N7 1 
D47 N6 N8 4 
D48 N6 N9 5 
D49 N6 N10 1 
D50 N7 N8 1 
D51 N7 N9 1 
D52 N7 N10 1 
D53 N8 N9 4 
D54 N8 N10 1 
D55 N9 N10 1 
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6.1.2. Routing Algorithms 

The implementation of routing algorithms has an effect on p-cycle selection. The 

capacities of the links have limits and the spare capacities show idle link capacities 

which are reserved for protection. Working capacities are determined using routing 

algorithms.  

The performance of p-cycles are tested against different routing algorithms, in 

general. It is also possible to include the routing algorithms in p-cycle optimization 

process. These types of problems are called joint optimization problems and 

information about them is given in Section 4.2.2.2.  

Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm is used in this simulation. The length of the links 

are assumed to be the cost of that link.  

In [26], it is shown that if the p-cycle length is allowed to be higher, better resource 

efficiency is achieved. It is also seen that a balanced load in several links achieve 

better performance compared to minimum hop routing. In order to do that, the 

algorithm is altered to route to the least loaded link if the links have equal costs. 

There are several wavelength assignment algorithms which can be used depending 

on the wavelength conversion property of the nodes [46]. The most popular 

wavelength assignment algorithm is First Fit. In this algorithm, the first available 

wavelength is chosen for the demand. The algorithm choses the first available 

wavelength of a link or along a path depending on the utilization of wavelength 

converters. This algorithm can be applied with a routing algorithm to establish 

wavelength paths. 

In this study, it is assumed all the nodes of the topology have wavelength conversion 

capability.   

6.1.3. Cycle Enumeration 

The cycle enumeration process aims to find all the simple cycles in the topology. The 

p-cycles will be determined among the found cycles.  

FindCycles is the main procedure of the cycle enumaration algorithm [4]. FindCycles 

chooses a starting node (s) as the source node and applies Cycle to each link 

emanating from s. The processed link is removed from the graph (G). The algorithm 

runs Cycle for each link until there are no links connected to s. This also means all of 
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the cycles which include that specific link have been found, and removing it from the 

remaining graph will prevent the same cycles where the order of the links has 

changed. 

When all the cycles found which includes the chosen s, G is updated to a new version 

which does not contain that s. 

procedure FindCycles(s) { 
    for each node v adjacent to s in G { 
        Cycle(s,v) 
        G := G - (s,v)}; 
    G := G - v 
    H := Biconnected(G) 
    for each h in H { 
        FindCycles(h)}} 

The function Cycle returns a boolean value. It is a recursive function which calls 

itself from itself. Cycle gets a source and destination node as the input and use the 

destination as its new source code for its next iteration recursive function. The 

recursive property actually performs the Depth-First-Search algorithm. 

The cost or length constraints can be put inside this function. In the simulation, there 

are no constraints on the number of hops forming the cycles or the lenght of cycles. 

The neighbors of the destination node are checked if they are equal to the original 

source node. If they are equal and satisfy the constraints, cycle is found.  

The search goes on until finding all the cycles through each leaf of the search tree. 

The search tree is composed of the nodes and the neighboring nodes and their 

neighboring nodes and so on.  

If the end nodes (leaves of the search tree) are not forming a cycle, then that node is 

marked as unavailable. Unmark function is used to make a node available again. The 

nodes below a marked node is not processed in the later Cycle function calls. 

procedure boolean Cycle(s,v) { 
    flag := false; 
    avail(v) := false; 
    for each node w adjacent to v { 
        if w = s { 
            output "cycle found"  cycle := path + w 
            flag := true;} 
         else if path + w exceeds circumference constraints { 
            flag := true }; 
         else if avail(w) = true { 
            path := path + w 
        flag := flag OR Cycle(s,w) }} 
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    if (flag = true) {Unmark(v)} 
        else {for each node w adjacent to v {B(w) := B(w) + v 
}} 
    path := path - v 
    return flag} 
 
procedure Unmark(u) { 
    avail(u) := true; 
    for each node t in B(u){Unmark(t)} } 

The source code for cycle enumeration can be found in Appendix-A. The found 

cycles are stored in a file.  

6.1.4. Optimization 

ILP type of design is used in the simulation. There are a number of ILP solvers in the 

market. AMPL is a comprehensive and powerful algebraic modeling language for 

linear and nonlinear optimization problems, in discrete or continuous variables [24].  

AMPL is chosen for this study and the data is formatted according to AMPL. 

The model of the problem is input to a AMPL compatible solver, Cbc [25]. Cbc is an 

open-source mixed integer programming solver written in C++. A stand-alone 

executable version is used through the Internet servers. Cbc is a branch and cut code 

working with the LP solver Clp. 

Table 6.3.  The model sets, parameters, variables, objective function and constraints 
and their corresponding problem definition for SCP 

Model Problem Definition 
SPANS S 
PCYCLES P 
Cost{j in SPANS} cj
Work{j in SPANS} wj
Xpi{p in PCYCLES, I in SPANS} xi, j
pCrossesj{p in PCYCLES, j in SPANS} δk, j
P_cycle_usage{p in PCYCLES} nj      Pjn j ∈∀≥      0
Spare{j in SPANS} sj      Sksk ∈∀≥      0
Sparecost: sum{j in SPANS} Cost[j] * spare[j] ∑

∈Sk
kk sc  

Full_restoration{i in SPANS} Sinxw
Pj

jjii ∈∀⋅≤ ∑
∈

     ,  

Spare_capacity_placement{j in SPANS} Skns
Pj

jjkk ∈∀⋅= ∑
∈

     ,δ  

The problem definitions given in Section 4.2.2.1 Spare Capacity Placement (SCP) 

and 4.2.2.2 Joint Capacity Placement (JCP) are implemented. The AMPL models are 

given in Appendix-B and Cbc solutions are given in Results Obtained Section. 
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The model file contains sets, parameters, variables, objective function and 

constraints. They are the implementation of the problem definition equations. The 

representation of the equations for SCP and JCP are shown in Table 6.3 and Table 

6.4, respectively. 

Table 6.4.  The model sets, parameters, variables, objective function and constraints 
and their corresponding problem definition for JCP 

Model Problem Definition 
SPANS S 
PCYCLES P 
DEMANDS D 
WORK_ROUTES{r in DEMANDS} Qr

Cost{j in SPANS} cj
Work{j in SPANS} wj
Xpi{p in PCYCLES, i in SPANS} xi, j
pCrossesj{p in PCYCLES, j in SPANS} δk, j
DemandUnits{r in DEMANDS} Drd r ∈∀  
ZetaWorkRoute{j in SPANS, r in 
DEMANDS, q in WORK_ROUTES[r]} 

qr
k

,ζ  

workflow{r in DEMANDS, q in 
WORK_ROUTES[r]} 

gr,q

work{j in SPANS} wk    Skwk ∈∀≥    0  
P_cycle_usage{p in PCYCLES} nj      Pjn j ∈∀≥      0
spare{j in SPANS} sj      Sksk ∈∀≥      0
total_cost_spare = sum{j in SPANS} Cost[j] 
* spare[j] 

∑
∈Sk

kk cs .  

total_cost_work = sum{j in SPANS} Cost[j] 
* work[j] 

∑
∈Sk

kk cw .  

TotalCost ∑
∈

+
Sk

kkk csw ).(  

demands_met{r in DEMANDS} Drdg r

Qq

qr ∈∀=∑
∈ '

,  

working_capacity_assignment{j in SPANS} 
 

Skwg k
Dr

qr
k

Qq

qr ∈∀=∑ ∑
∈ ∈

,,

'

ζ

full_restoration{i in SPANS} Sinxw
Pj

jjii ∈∀⋅≤ ∑
∈

     ,  

spare_capacity_placement{j in SPANS} Skns
Pj

jjkk ∈∀⋅≥ ∑
∈

,δ  

6.2. Results Obtained 

Cbc is mixed integer linear problem solver and the presented problems are ILP-type. 

Cbc needs the following artifacts in order to solve the problem: 
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• Model file (two separate models are given above) 

• Data file (contains members of the sets, and values of the parameters) 

o COST239 topology (for both problems) 

o Traffic demand (for both problems) 

o Cycle list (for both problems) 

o Working route list for each demand (for JCP) 

These two files for each problem are supplied to the solver, the solver optimizes the 

problem according to the cost and constraints. The values of the variables which 

result in the optimized cost are the solutions of the problems. The variables contain 

the spare capacity allocations for each cycle (for both problems) and the working 

routes for each demand (for JCP). The cycles which have non-zero spare capacity 

allocations are the solutions, and the spans which form these cycles are found using 

the cycle list.  

6.2.1. Solution for SCP 

The solution contains 10 p-cycles as seen in Table 6.5. The columns represent the 

spare capacities of the corresponding spans, i.e. PC1 is composed of one spare 

capacity per link and S10, S12, S14, S17, S18, S20, S22, S24. The total spare 

capacities on each span are shown in the last column.  

The cycles are also shown on the network topology. The cycles which have one spare 

capacity per link are shown in Figure 6.2(a). In Figure 6.2 (b) and Figure 6.3, the 

spare capacity per link is two and three, respectively. The cycles and their cycle titles 

are in the same color. The titles in the Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 correspond to the 

columns in Table 6.5. 

The total spare capacity allocated in the network is 165. One spare capacity protects 

one working capacity of the on-cycle link and two working capacities of the 

straddling link. Hence, the protected capacity is 533. The redundancy of the network 

is 30.96%. 

The spare cost is equal to 81710. This is the total network cost found when the solver 

optimizes the problem. 
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Table 6.5.  The p-cycle list and spare capacity allocations for SCP  

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9 PC10 Total 
S1     1 2 1 2 1 3 10 
S2           0 
S3           0 
S4      2     2 
S5         1  1 
S6     1  1 2  3 7 
S7  1 2 3 1 2 1    10 
S8  1 2 3    2 1 3 12 
S9           0 
S10 1    1 2  2 1 3 10 
S11           0 
S12 1 1 2 3   1 2 1 3 14 
S13   2 3    2 1 3 11 
S14 1 1 2 3 1 2 1    11 
S15  1         1 
S16       1    1 
S17 1    1 2 1 2 1 3 11 
S18 1 1 2 3   1 2 1 3 14 
S19   2 3 1 2     8 
S20 1 1     1    3 
S21   2      1 3 6 
S22 1 1  3   1 2  3 11 
S23     1 2  2 1  6 
S24 1 1  3  2  2   9 
S25      2 1  1 3 7 
S26           0 
Total 8 9 16 27 8 20 11 22 11 33 165 
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Figure 6.2. SCP solution (a)one spare capacity per link (b)two spare capacities per 
link 
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Figure 6.3. SCP solution for three spare capacities per link 

6.2.2. Solution for JCP 

In the JCP, both types of the capacities are optimized: one of them is the spare 

capacities to be used in case of a failure and the other one is the working capacities to 

be used in demand routing.  

Table 6.6 gives the p-cycle list and the spare capacity allocations. seven p-cycles are 

found as an optimal solution. The columns represent the spare capacities of the 

corresponding spans, i.e. PC1 is composed of one spare capacity per link and S7, S8, 

S12, S14, S17, S18, S20, S22, S24. The total spare capacities can also be found in 

the last column of Table 6.6. The total spare capacity is 100. The protected capacity 

is 356. The redundancy is 28.09%. 

The total spare cost is equal to 46945 and the total working cost is equal to 143685. 

The total cost which the solver tries to minimize is the sum of them.  
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Table 6.6.  The p-cycle list and spare capacity allocations for JCP  

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 Total 
S1  1   2   3 
S2        0 
S3      2  2 
S4  1   2  2 5 
S5   1   2 2 5 
S6   1     1 
S7 1 1 1  2 2 2 9 
S8 1  1   2 2 6 
S9        0 
S10  1      1 
S11     2   2 
S12 1  1   2 2 6 
S13      2  2 
S14 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 10 
S15 1  1 1 2  2 7 
S16        0 
S17  1  1    2 
S18 1 1 1  2 2 2 9 
S19        0 
S20 1 1 1  2  2 7 
S21      2  2 
S22 1       1 
S23  1 1  2 2 2 8 
S24 1 1 1  2   5 
S25  1   2 2 2 7 
S26        0 
Total 9 11 11 3 22 22 22 100 

In Table 6.7 through Table 6.10, the working capacity allocations for 55 demands are 

given. In the data set given to the solver, maximum 10 working routes for each 

demand exists. It is possible for a demand to have less than 10 possible route. The 

limit is chosen 10 because as the limit increases the number of constraints increase 

by the demand number. The number of constraints are directly affecting the duration 

of the solution. The limit of 10 creates 557 possible working routes. The solution in 

this section uses 557 working routes as part of the constraints. 

When all possible working routes are created for these 55 demands, 68996 working 

routes are created. 

3531 cycles are used for both SCP and JCP. 
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Figure 6.4. JCP p-cycle solution for (a)one spare capacity per link (b)two spare 
capacities per link 
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Table 6.7.  The working capacity allocations for JCP for demands 1-14  

 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6a D6b D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14
S1 5               
S2  6  2            
S3     11      1     
S4   1    1 1        
S5      4   7       
S6          10      
S7            6 1   
S8              3 9 
S9                
S10             1   
S11    2            
S12                
S13                
S14                
S15                
S16   1             
S17               9 
S18           1     
S19                
S20                
S21       1         
S22      4          
S23                
S24                
S25                
S26                

Table 6.7 through Table 6.10, demands are the columns, spans are the rows, and the 

information shows the working capacaities. There are two different working routes 

for D6, D18, and D42. This is because the costs of the working routes are the same, 

and the solver is limited with the capacity of the links. The link can not carry both 

the spare and working capacity if the total capacity exceeds the link’s capacity. 
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Table 6.8.  The working capacity allocations for JCP for demands 15-28  

 
D 
15 

D 
16 

D D 
18a 

D 
18b 

D 
19 

D 
20 

D 
21 

D 
22 

D 
23 

D 
24 

D 
25 

D 
26 

D 
27 

D 
28 17 

S1    2            
S2             3   
S3                
S4                
S5                
S6    2         3   
S7  1    1          
S8                
S9 2  2  1           
S10      1 1  11     1  
S11        3        
S12  1        3 1 6    
S13      1        1  
S14               1
S15         11       
S16                
S17                
S18                
S19                
S20                
S21          3      
S22 2               
S23                
S24            6    
S25     1           
S26                

The interpretation of the tables can also be done as follows: Demand D22 is from N2 

to N5 and carries 11 unit capacities as seen in Table 6.2. Considering the costs of the 

links, the shortest path from N2 to N5 is going through S10 and S15. The 

optimization also gives the same path for demand D22.  

If demand D26 is considered, the shortest path from N2 to N9 is S2, S5, and S25. But 

the solver finds S2 and S6 as the optimal working route. The shortest path does not 

necessarily constitute the most cost effective solution in JCP. 
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Table 6.9.  The working capacity allocations for JCP for demands 29-42b  

 
D 
29 

D 
30 

D 
31 

D 
32 

D 
33 

D 
34 

D 
35 

D 
36 

D 
37 

D 
38 

D 
39 

D 
40 

D 
41 

D 
42a 

D 
42b 

S1                
S2                
S3               1 
S4               1 
S5                
S6                
S7                
S8                
S9                
S10                
S11                
S12                
S13      1      1    
S14        1 1 1 2 1    
S15 2               
S16  1 1 1 1   1 1 1 2     
S17       9         
S18                
S19             8 1  
S20                
S21  1      1      1  
S22                
S23                
S24    1 1     1 2     
S25     1      2     
S26                
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Table 6.10.  The working capacity allocations for JCP for demands 43-55 

 
D 
43 

D 
44 

D 
44 

D 
45 

D 
46 

D 
47 

D 
48 

D 
49 

D 
50 

D 
51 

D 
52 

D 
53 

D 
54 

D 
55 Total

S1               7 
S2               11 
S3               13 
S4               4 
S5               11 
S6               15 
S7               9 
S8               12 
S9               5 
S10               15 
S11               5 
S12               11 
S13               4 
S14               7 
S15               13 
S16               10 
S17               18 
S18  5  3           9 
S19 6  3            18 
S20        1   1  1  3 
S21     1      1    9 
S22 6     4       1  17 
S23   3    5        8 
S24         1 1     13 
S25          1  4   9 
S26  5            1 6 

6.2.3. Comparison of SCP and JCP 

In SCP, the optimization does not include the working routes. The route for each 

demand is determined and the load of the links are already calculated before the 

optimization. On the other hand, in JCP, the data contain ten possible working routes 

for each demand. The optimization determines the working route and spare capacity 

allocation. 

The results show that JCP performs better both in working and spare capacities. The 

spare capacity for SCP is 65% more than the spare capacity for JCP. The results are 

summarized in Table 6.11.  
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Table 6.11.  The comparison of SCP and JCP 

 SCP JCP 
Working Capacity 291 262 
Spare Capacity 165 100 
Protected Capacity 533 356 
Redundancy 30.96% 28.09% 

6.2.4. Effects of Demand Change for SCP 

The demand is updated with a %25 increase and %25 decrease. For each case, the p-

cycle determination process runs, the same problems are optimized using the updated 

demand (traffic). The results are summarized in Table 6.12. The solutions of the 

problems are shown in Appendix-C. 

The change in demand does not affect the selection of working routes. Only the 

amount of traffic on the selected (shortest path) route changes. Thus, the change in 

demand is reflected in working or spare capacities in the same amount of change, i.e. 

±27.83% for working capacity, ±23.64% for spare capacity. 

As the demand increases, the selected p-cycles nearly traverses the same number 

nodes. 

Table 6.12.  Demand change in SCP 

Demand (Original) 75% 100% 125% 
Working Capacity 210 291 372 
Spare Capacity 126 165 204 
Protected Capacity 400 533 656 
Redundancy 31.50% 30.96% 31.10% 
Average Length 9.69 9.71 9.72 

6.2.5. Effects of Demand Change for JCP 

The same demand changes are used for JCP. The change in demand affects the 

selection of the selection of working routes. The optimization needs to find optimal 

cycles. It is also possible to form cycles, which do not protect any routes. For a 

decrease in demand, the decrease in spare capacity is 15%, and the same amount of 

increase in demand, the spare capacity increase is 22%. 

As the demand increases, the selected p-cycles also traverses more nodes. 
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Table 6.13.  Demand change in JCP 

Demand (Original) 75% 100% 125% 
Working Capacity 193 262 332 
Spare Capacity 85 100 122 
Protected Capacity 283 356 414 
Redundancy 30.04% 28.09% 29.47% 
Average Length 9.44 10 10.17 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

As the capacity of optical transport networks increases, and the service quality needs 

of the customers increase, the network operators are forced to deliver the services 

through survivable networks. The performance metrics of survivability can be 

defined as low restoration times, low spare capacity (redundancy) and high 

restorability. The survivability techniques can be classified as ring-based and mesh-

based.  

The ring-based networks are bringing the restoration speed of 50~60 ms by using 

redundancy of upto 300% of working capacities. The mesh-based survivability 

schemes are bringing the capacity-efficiencies with worse restoration speeds.  

P-Cyles are bringing the ring-like switching speeds with mesh-like capacity efficient 

solutions. The spare capacities reserved for survivability form cycles. The cycles are 

pre-configured and in case of a span failure, the end nodes of the failure completes 

the network using the other part of the cycles. The main capacity efficiency comes 

from the straddling links. The redundancy drops drastically because of the straddling 

links. 

The p-cycle selection process involves several subprocesses. Finding cycles (Cycle 

Enumeration) in the network, defining the problem and optimizing a problem which 

focuses the cost of spare capacity allocations on the network. Simulations run and the 

response of the network against failures are recorded. The effects of the optimization 

variables can be found, and the results are also compared with other survivability 

schemes.  

The studies in the literature can be grouped into several categories.  

One of the groups contains proposals for better performance of the subprocesses, 

hence increasing the performance. Jointly optimizing the spare and working capacity 

is one of them.  

Another group of proposals extend the usage of span-protection against node 

failures. The concept of Node-Encircling P-Cycles belongs to this group. 
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Some other group of studies is about extending the usage of span-protection to path-

protection. Path segment protection (Flow P-Cycles) and FIPP p-cycles are the 

proposals. 

The other group of studies proposes new hybrid techniques by merging with another 

survivability scheme. These proposals are extending the use of p-cycles along with 

other algorithms. The p-cycle-based PWCE is an example for this group.  

The p-cycles are guarenteed solutions to single failures in the network. Another 

group of studies use p-cycles to design the network for dual- or multi-failures. A 

network which contains survivability schemes that provide different levels of 

protection to different customers can accommodate different classes of Quality of 

Protection.  

The shared p-cycles are proposed to enhance the spare capacity usage of the design. 

In this design, the p-cycles share the same spare capacities.  

The studies in p-cycles are growing extremely in the last few years. More than half 

of the studies and paper presentations are coming from the research labs (TRLabs) 

located in Canada. The main reason for this is the patent holder of the p-cycle 

concept is also the co-founder and chief engineer of the research labs. 

One of the promising research topics in p-cycles is the p-cycle-based PWCE. The 

PWCE is about creating envelopes in the capacity. The envelopes can be thought as 

virtual limitation of the links for the working paths. The spare capacity remaining 

from the envelopes are used for survivability purposes. The envelopes are designed 

such that the spare capacities form the p-cycles.  

The latest hot topic in p-cycles is FIPP p-cycles. The spare capacities of the backup 

paths of the disjoint primary working capacity are using the shared links. Since the 

failure occurs on one of the primary paths and does not affect the other primary 

paths, the backup path will be used by only one of the primary-paths. These are the 

properties of SBPP. The p-cycles are created to protect the primary paths. In the 

conventional p-cycle desing, it is aimed to protect spans. There has been proposals to 

path segment protection (Flow P-Cycles) but the end-to-end protection is more 

attractive. This new techniques is FIPP p-cycles. The problem definition of FIPP p-

cycles can be improved. In the optimization process, heuristic methos are proposed. 
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In this study, the p-cycle determination process is applied to the COST239 network 

topology. A static demand traffic is applied. The cycle enumeration algorithm is used 

to find all of the simple cycles in the network. Two different spare capacity 

allocation problems, SCP and JCP, are formulized. The selected problems are 

modeled using AMPL and solved using Cbc. The optimization results are analyzed. 

It is seen that the JCP problem, which also includes the optimization of the working 

routes as well as the optimization of the spare capacity allocation, performs better 

spare capacity usage compared to SCP. 

In this study, the effect of the traffic change is also covered. For both SCP and JCP, 

the traffic is increased and decreased by 25%. The results show that for JCP as the 

traffic increases the p-cycles start traversing more nodes. For SCP, there is no change 

in the number of nodes. 

In the solution process, the cycle enumeration algorithm is implemented. For routing 

purposes, Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm is implemented. The problems of ILP 

type are modeled using AMPL. Then the problems are solved using the optimization 

tool, Cbc. 

It can be assumed that the p-cycle concept will be an attraction topic for the 

researchers in the near future. 
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APPENDIX A – CYCLE ENUMERATION SOURCE CODE 

void Unmark (int iNode) 
{ 
 int iTempNode; 
 Graph.mbAvail[iNode] = true; 
 while (0 < Graph.miNumberOfNodesInB[iNode]) 
 { 
  iTempNode = Graph.miB[iNode][0]; 
  Graph.RemoveFromB(iNode, iTempNode); 
  Unmark(iTempNode); 
 } 
} 
 
bool Cycle(int iSourceNode, int iDestNode) 
{ 
 bool bFlag = false; 
 bool bTemp; 
 int iNeighborNode; 
 
 Graph.mbAvail[iDestNode] = false; 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < Graph.miNumberOfNeighbors[iDestNode]; i++) 
 {  
  iNeighborNode = Graph.miNeighbors[iDestNode][i]; 
  if (iNeighborNode == iSourceNode) 
  { 
   if (2 < Graph.miNumberOfNodesInPath) 
   { 
    printf("\nCycle found\n"); 
    Graph.miCycleNumber++; 
    Graph.PrintPath(); 
    Graph.PrintPathToFile(); 
    bFlag = true; 
   } 
  } 
  else if (Graph.mbAvail[iNeighborNode]) 
  { 
   Graph.miNumberOfNodesInPath++; 
   Graph.miPath[Graph.miNumberOfNodesInPath - 1] = iNeighborNode; 
   bTemp = Cycle(iSourceNode, iNeighborNode); 
   bFlag = bFlag || bTemp; 
  } 
 } 
  
 if (bFlag) 
 { 
  Unmark(iDestNode); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  for (int i = 0; i < Graph.miNumberOfNeighbors[iDestNode]; i++) 
  { 
   iNeighborNode = Graph.miNeighbors[iDestNode][i]; 
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   Graph.AddToB(iNeighborNode, iDestNode); 
  } 
 } 
  
 Graph.miNumberOfNodesInPath--; 
 
 return bFlag; 
} 
 
int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[]) 
{ 
 Graph.mpStream = fopen("CycleList.txt", "w"); 
 
 Graph.InitializeCOST239(); 
 
 for (int iSourceNode = 0; iSourceNode < NUMBER_OF_NODES; 
iSourceNode++) 
 { 
  Graph.ResetGraphVariables(); 
  Graph.miNumberOfNodesInPath = 1; 
  Graph.miPath[0] = iSourceNode; 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < NUMBER_OF_NODES; i++) 
  { 
   if (Graph.mbSpan[iSourceNode][i]) 
   { 
    Graph.miNumberOfNodesInPath = 2; 
    Graph.miPath[1] = i; 
    Cycle(iSourceNode, i); 
    Graph.DeleteSpan(iSourceNode, i); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 
 fclose(Graph.mpStream); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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APPENDIX B – AMPL MODELS 

B.1. Spare Capacity Placement  

The AMPL model for SCP is as follows [47]: 

#**************************** 
# SETS 
#**************************** 
set SPANS;     # Set of all spans. 
set PCYCLES; # Set of all p-cycles. 
 
#**************************** 
# PARAMETERS 
#**************************** 
param Cost{j in SPANS};  # Cost of each unit of capacity on span j. 
param Work{j in SPANS};  # Number of working links placed on span j. 
param Xpi{p in PCYCLES, i in SPANS} default 0; 
# Number of paths a single copy of p-cycle p provides for restoration of failure 
# of span i (2 if straddling span, 1 if on-cycle span, 0 otherwise). 
param pCrossesj{p in PCYCLES, j in SPANS} := sum{i in SPANS: i = j and Xpi[p,j] = 1} 1; 
# Equal to 1 if p-cycle p passes over span j, 0 otherwise. 
# i.e. if Xpi[p,j] = 1, then p-cycle p crosses span j. 
 
#**************************** 
# VARIABLES 
#**************************** 
var p_cycle_usage{p in PCYCLES} >=0 integer, <=10000;  
# Number of copies of p-cycle p used. 
var spare{j in SPANS} >=0 integer, <=10000;  
# Number of spare links placed on span j. 
 
#**************************** 
# OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
#**************************** 
minimize sparecost: sum{j in SPANS} Cost[j] * spare[j]; 
 
#**************************** 
# CONSTRAINTS 
#**************************** 
subject to full_restoration{i in SPANS}:  
Work[i] <= sum{p in PCYCLES} Xpi[p,i] * p_cycle_usage[p]; 
 
subject to spare_capacity_placement{j in SPANS}: 
spare[j] = sum{p in PCYCLES} pCrossesj[p,j] * p_cycle_usage[p]; 
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B.2. Joint Capacity Placement 

The AMPL model for JCP is as follows [48]: 

#**************************** 
# SETS 
#**************************** 
set SPANS;     # Set of all spans. 
set PCYCLES;   # Set of all p-cycles. 
set DEMANDS;  # Set of all O-D demand pairs. 
set WORK_ROUTES{r in DEMANDS}; # Set of all working routes for each demand pair r. 
 
#**************************** 
# PARAMETERS 
#**************************** 
param Cost{j in SPANS};  # Cost of each unit of capacity on span j. 
param Work{j in SPANS};  # Number of working links placed on span j. 
param Xpi{p in PCYCLES, i in SPANS} default 0; 
# Number of paths a single copy of p-cycle p provides for restoration of failure of 
# span i (2 if straddling span, 1 if on-cycle span, 0 otherwise). 
 
param pCrossesj{p in PCYCLES, j in SPANS} := sum{i in SPANS: i = j and Xpi[p,j] = 1} 1; 
# Equal to 1 if p-cycle p passes over span j, 0 otherwise. 
# i.e. if Xpi[p,j] = 1, then p-cycle p crosses span j. 
 
param DemandUnits{r in DEMANDS} default 0; 
# Number of demand units between node pair r. 
 
param ZetaWorkRoute{j in SPANS, r in DEMANDS, q in WORK_ROUTES[r]} default 0; 
# Equal to 1 if qth working route for demand between node pair r uses span j  
# and 0 otherwise. 
 
#**************************** 
# VARIABLES 
#**************************** 
var workflow{r in DEMANDS, q in WORK_ROUTES[r]} >=0, <=10000; 
# Working capacity required by qth working route for demand between node pair r. 
 
var work{j in SPANS} >=0, <=10000 integer; 
# Number of working wavelengths placed on span j. 
 
var p_cycle_usage{p in PCYCLES} >=0 integer, <=10000; 
# Number of copies of p-cycle p used. 
 
var spare{j in SPANS} >=0 integer, <=10000; 
# Number of spare links placed on span j. 
 
var total_cost_spare >=0, <=1000000000000; 
# Total cost of spare capacity. 
 
var total_cost_work >=0, <=1000000000000; 
# Total cost of working capacity. 
 
#**************************** 
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# OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
#**************************** 
minimize TotalCost: total_cost_spare + total_cost_work; 
# Minimize the total cost of capacity. 
# Total costs of working and spare are calculated individually below as variables. 
 
#**************************** 
# CONSTRAINTS 
#**************************** 
subject to demands_met{r in DEMANDS}: 
sum{q in WORK_ROUTES[r]} workflow[r,q] = DemandUnits[r]; 
# All demands must be fully routed. 
 
subject to working_capacity_assignment{j in SPANS}: 
work[j] = sum{r in DEMANDS, q in WORK_ROUTES[r]: ZetaWorkRoute[j,r,q]=1} 
workflow[r,q]; 
# There must be enough working capacity on span j to accomodate all working flows 
# simultaneously routed over it by all demand pairs. 
 
subject to full_restoration{i in SPANS}:  
work[i] <= sum{p in PCYCLES} Xpi[p,i] * p_cycle_usage[p]; 
# Enough p-cycles must be placed so that each span failure is fully restorable. 
 
subject to spare_capacity_placement{j in SPANS}: 
spare[j] = sum{p in PCYCLES} pCrossesj[p,j] * p_cycle_usage[p]; 
# Enough spare capacity is placed on each span to accomodate all the p-cycles placed on it. 
 
subject to calulate_spare_cost: 
total_cost_spare = sum{j in SPANS} Cost[j] * spare[j]; 
# The total cost of spare capacity is the sum of the costs of spare on each span. 
 
subject to calulate_work_cost: 
total_cost_work = sum{j in SPANS} Cost[j] * work[j]; 
# The total cost of working capacity is the sum of the costs of working on each span. 
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APPENDIX C – SOLUTIONS FOR SCP AND JCP UNDER INCREASED 

AND DECREASED DEMAND 

C.1. Demand Change 

The demand is increased and decreased by 25%. The demands which are changed are 

selected randomly. The number of units for each demand is an integer. So the change 

is done by incrementing or decreasing one unit at each time. The applied demand is 

given in Table C.1. The same demand is applied to both SCP and JCP. 

 Table C.1.  The updated demands 

DEMAND O D 75% 
Demand

100% 
Demand 

125% 
Demand 

D01 N0 N1 5 5 6 
D02 N0 N2 5 6 7 
D03 N0 N3 0 1 1 
D04 N0 N4 2 2 2 
D05 N0 N5 11 11 11 
D06 N0 N6 5 5 6 
D07 N0 N7 0 1 2 
D08 N0 N8 6 7 8 
D09 N0 N9 9 10 11 
D10 N0 N10 0 1 2 
D11 N1 N2 5 6 6 
D12 N1 N3 1 1 1 
D13 N1 N4 3 3 5 
D14 N1 N5 7 9 11 
D15 N1 N6 0 2 4 
D16 N1 N7 0 1 1 
D17 N1 N8 1 2 4 
D18 N1 N9 1 3 3 
D19 N1 N10 1 1 3 
D20 N2 N3 0 1 2 
D21 N2 N4 1 3 5 
D22 N2 N5 11 11 12 
D23 N2 N6 2 3 4 
D24 N2 N7 0 1 1 
D25 N2 N8 6 6 7 
D26 N2 N9 2 3 4 
D27 N2 N10 0 1 2 
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Table C.1. (continued)  The updated demands 

DEMAND O D 75% 
Demand

100% 
Demand 

125% 
Demand 

D28 N3 N4 0 1 3 
D29 N3 N5 1 2 2 
D30 N3 N6 0 1 2 
D31 N3 N7 0 1 2 
D32 N3 N8 0 1 3 
D33 N3 N9 0 1 1 
D34 N3 N10 0 1 2 
D35 N4 N5 7 9 11 
D36 N4 N6 0 1 1 
D37 N4 N7 0 1 3 
D38 N4 N8 1 1 1 
D39 N4 N9 1 2 2 
D40 N4 N10 1 1 1 
D41 N5 N6 7 8 9 
D42 N5 N7 1 2 3 
D43 N5 N8 5 6 7 
D44 N5 N9 8 8 9 
D45 N5 N10 3 3 4 
D46 N6 N7 1 1 2 
D47 N6 N8 3 4 4 
D48 N6 N9 3 5 6 
D49 N6 N10 1 1 1 
D50 N7 N8 0 1 1 
D51 N7 N9 0 1 1 
D52 N7 N10 1 1 1 
D53 N8 N9 3 4 4 
D54 N8 N10 0 1 2 
D55 N9 N10 1 1 1 
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C.2. Spare Capacity Placement Solutions 

SCP problem under 75% (demand) traffic and 125% demand is optimized. The list of 

p-cycles and the spare capacities for each p-cycle for 75% demand and 125% 

demand are given in Table C.2 and Table C.3, respectively. 

Table C.2.  The list of p-cycles for SCP under 75% demand 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 
Total 
Spare 

Total 
Working 

Total 
Cap. 

S1 1  1 1 2 2   7 6 13 
S2         0 7 7 
S3         0 11 11 
S4    1     1 0 1 
S5     2    2 11 13 
S6 1  1   2   4 10 14 
S7 1 1 1 1 2  2 3 11 15 26 
S8  1    2 2 3 8 3 11 
S9         0 0 0 
S10 1   1 2 2   6 20 26 
S11         0 3 3 
S12  1 1   2 2 3 9 11 20 
S13      2 2 3 7 0 7 
S14 1 1 1 1 2  2 3 11 7 18 
S15  1       1 25 26 
S16   1      1 2 3 
S17 1  1 1 2 2   7 3 10 
S18 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 13 5 18 
S19       2 3 5 21 26 
S20 1 1 1  2    5 3 8 
S21    1  2 2  5 5 10 
S22 1 1 1 1  2  3 9 13 22 
S23     2    2 12 14 
S24  1      3 4 11 15 
S25 1  1 1 2 2   7 6 13 
S26    1     1 0 1 
Total         126 210 336 
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Table C.3.  The list of p-cycles for SCP under 125% demand 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9
Spare 
Total 

Working 
Total 

Total 
Cap. 

S1  1 1 2 2  3   9 9 18 
S2 1  1       2 9 11 
S3          0 11 11 
S4  1  2      3 3 6 
S5          0 16 16 
S6 1    2  3   6 14 20 
S7 1 1  2    3 5 12 30 42 
S8 1  1  2 3 3 3 5 18 5 23 
S9      3    3 0 3 
S10  1  2 2 3 3   11 31 42 
S11          0 7 7 
S12   1  2 3 3 3 5 17 25 42 
S13 1  1  2 3 3 3 5 18 0 18 
S14  1 1 2    3 5 12 17 29 
S15          0 42 42 
S16 1         1 13 14 
S17 1 1  2 2 3 3   12 5 17 
S18 1 1 1  2 3 3 3 5 19 12 31 
S19   1 2    3 5 11 31 42 
S20          0 6 6 
S21 1 1    3 3 3  11 14 25 
S22 1 1   2 3 3  5 15 21 36 
S23   1 2 2     5 15 20 
S24   1 2 2    5 10 24 34 
S25 1 1 1 2   3   8 12 20 
S26  1        1 0 1 
Total          204 372 576 
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C.3. Joint Capacity Placement Solutions 

JCP problem under 75% (demand) traffic and 125% demand is optimized. The list of 

p-cycles and the spare capacities for each p-cycle for 75% demand and 125% 

demand are given in Table C.4 and Table C.5, respectively. 

Table C.4.  The list of p-cycles for JCP under 75% demand 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 
Spare 
Total 

Working 
Total 

Total 
Cap. 

S1  1    2 3 5 8 
S2       0 8 8 
S3       0 12 12 
S4 1   2  2 5 2 7 
S5    2   2 10 12 
S6 1 1     2 10 12 
S7  1  2 2 2 7 7 14 
S8    2 2  4 10 14 
S9       0 2 2 
S10 1     2 3 13 16 
S11  1     1 3 4 
S12 1   2 2  5 9 14 
S13       0 2 2 
S14 1 1 1 2 2 2 9 3 12 
S15  1 1 2 2  6 12 18 
S16       0 2 2 
S17 1  1   2 4 14 18 
S18 1 1  2 2 2 8 7 15 
S19       0 16 16 
S20 1 1  2 2 2 8 2 10 
S21       0 5 5 
S22 1 1   2  4 12 16 
S23    2  2 4 7 11 
S24     2 2 4 9 13 
S25 1 1  2  2 6 6 12 
S26       0 5 5 
Total       85 193 278 
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Table C.5.  The list of p-cycles for JCP under 125% demand 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 
Spare 
Total 

Working 
Total 

Total 
Cap. 

S1    1 2   3 7 10 
S2        0 13 13 
S3 1       1 12 13 
S4  1   2 3  6 8 14 
S5 1  1 1  3  6 12 18 
S6  1 1     2 16 18 
S7 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 12 12 24 
S8 1 1 1   3 3 9 15 24 
S9        0 10 10 
S10    1 2   3 21 24 
S11        0 7 7 
S12 1 1 1   3 3 9 13 22 
S13        0 8 8 
S14 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 12 11 23 
S15 1 1 1   3 3 9 15 24 
S16        0 16 16 
S17    1 2   3 21 24 
S18    1 2 3 3 9 9 18 
S19  1 1     2 22 24 
S20    1 2 3 3 9 6 15 
S21 1       1 17 18 
S22  1     3 4 20 24 
S23 1  1 1 2 3  8 10 18 
S24   1  2  3 6 16 22 
S25 1 1  1 2 3  8 10 18 
S26        0 5 5 
Total        122 332 454 
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